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DVEO Debuts Multichannel IP Video Synchronizer

DVEO Multichannel IP Video Synchronizer: Video Audio IP 1-50 CH

San Diego, California -- DVEO®, a leading TV/OTT equipment supplier, is now shipping their new real time Multi Camera Synchronizer with IP inputs and outputs, which relies on time delaying IP transport streams. It debuts in a few weeks at the IBC Show in Stand 14.D24 in Amsterdam, September 13-17.

The Multichannel Video Synchronizer is designed to time synchronize IP camera feeds to under 1 frame delay. This allows for feeding up to 50 Point of View cameras to a remote location where sports events directors can switch between any of the cameras and end up with seamless transitions between views. This capability will result in significant savings as now the directors of Sports Events can be remote and still have clear and beautiful camera transitions.
"We have revolutionized the way people will view sporting events with our ability to synchronize video from live events in an elegant way, that brings remote directors to the scene," stated Laszlo Zoltan, CEO of DVEO. "We expect this great technology will be adapted by both live sports and eSports event producers."

DVEO Multichannel Video + Audio Synchronizer: IP 1-50 CH is a Linux based 1 RU 19 inch Rack Mountable, Real Time, Multicamera synchronizer with IP inputs and outputs. Designed to allow directors to seamlessly switch between many cameras. This device is usually deployed back at the master control. The underlying technology is based on our ability to time delay IP transport streams. Delays from 1ms to seconds to hours, on each of the 50 camera feeds.

Multichannel Video Synchronizer is typically deployed back at master control. Here all camera feeds can be synchronized via remote GUI that can be accessed from anywhere with an internet connection. The remote GUI also includes scheduling.

Users can synchronize up to 50 UDP camera streams from remote management from via Browser. This product has also been tested and is compatible with major brands of IP cameras.

**Supplemental Information for Press Release**

**Suggested Retail Prices:**
Multichannel Video + Audio Synchronizer: IP 1-50CH: between $12,000 and $18,000 and is available now

_DVEO Multichannel Video + Audio Synchronizer are trademarks of Computer Modules, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective owners._

**About DVEO®**
DVEO is a well-established, privately held entity headquartered in San Diego, California, since 2001. DVEO develops and sells broadcast quality video encoding and streaming products, media servers and ad insertion solutions to leading Telco TV/OTT and cable operators around the world. The DVEO solutions enable multi-screen service delivery to any device, anytime, anywhere in the world. Deployment models include turnkey installations and cloud-based service delivery. All solutions are built on Linux OS and Intel Xeon-based platforms to ensure 24x7 reliability, and feature DVEO-developed software for maximum flexibility and upgradability, ensuring long term investment protection. These
ultra-reliable products are matched by valuable pre-sales consultancy, outstanding post-sales service and support, and -- not least -- unusual affordability.

For more information on DVEO, please contact Chelsea Johnson at +1 (858) 613-1818 or chelsea@dveo.com. To download the DVEO press releases and product images, visit the news section at www.dveo.com.